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Reception and Banquet for It Will Be War to the Knife King Edward VII Now Lies Judge J. R. McFie, General
Brookes and Superintenin State at Westminster
in the Senate From
Chief Executive at the
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First Made Sure of
New Job Before He
Leaped

School Board Also Increased
Salaries of Two of

Them

TESTIFIES BEFORE COMMITTEE STANDING COMMITTEES NAMED

Texas Renews Effort to Grab Hundreds of Thousands Will Sheriff Was Misled by Rumors Attended Conference at Gifford J. P. Conklin Appointed to Take
Pinchott's Home at,
School Census and Collect
That Were Apparently
View the Remains of
Eastern New
Poll Tax.
Corroborated.
Monarch.
Mexico.
Washington.

An important meeting of the school
The body of King
.Judge .lohn U. McFie returned last
Washington, May 17. Frederick M.
was held last night and resulted
of
board
whom
the
Interior
Kerby
was
Secretary
from
he
Taos
where
Edward VII., the Peacemaker,
presided
evening
for. in the decision to reappoint all of the
Baliinger discharged
yesterday
over
The
district
this
court
two
weeks.
for
with
taken
morning
stately pomp
confidential information of 'teachers in the local public schools
from Buckjngham Paia(.e on the firs! other court officials and attorneys ex- publishing
tile
, th imirm,v t0 ,he erave. ana pect to ret tun this evening. It was a
department, took the witness and to raise the salaries of two of
t
stand
before the Ballinger-Pincho- t
j the
teacher, .Iis. Alonso, of music
nQW lifs jn stale jn Westminster Hall, busy term of court and there were four
committee
today and undertook to jus-- j and Spanbh and Miss l.awhon, of the
one
sentences
will
the
to
hundreds
thousands
of
pay
whpre
penitentiary,
if y his action as a fulfillment of pub- - high school.
,heh. last tdbute t0 Wle (Riad mon. jail sentence and several fines im- lie
duty. He declared that if Mr.
The following is a list of the
Lrch beon. thfJ tinal imssage through posed. Benito l.obato was held withbad responded to the call of ors I0r tiK. year 1 yiO-.
thoimh
on
out
bail
on
the charge of committing .Mr.
Thurs.
,he gtreels of Ule caiita,
lirandeis for the "Lawler mem-therarrango-orandum- "
may be a different
dav Mr Roost,Velt, the special Amer murder with a quirt and will be
it would have been unnec- - m.llt as regards the classes thev will
President Taft.
ican ambassador to the funeral of brought to the territorial penitentiary
111m
to nave taken tne 1,. neblor
essary
Fort Sumner Wins Over Clovis.
1
Three of
for safekeeping.
King Edward did not participate in on .lime
course he did to get the information
Special to the Xew Mexican.
were
the
under
Professor J. A. Wood, superintendsentences
Mrs.
Roosevelt,
todav's ceremony.
penitentiary
the committee. Kerby said his ent of schools
uasnington, .uay i,. upon uiuuou Ethd and Kerniit and Ambassador the deadly weapons act on account of before
and principal of the
former chief Mr. Garfield, had told;
of Delegate Andrews, the House bill Ree(J and Mrs Reed witIlessed
school.
,he disturbances in Rio Pueblo. Llano and him at Gifford Pinchoi's
English
high
j
home in this
to create Clovis, Curry county, land lirocession from the h0Use on Carlton Tranipas precincts. Carlos Gonzales
His assistants are:
his duty to!
,
district headquarters was considered. T
t ,r
Miss Rosa Lawhon.
Roosevelt snent the was given from live to ten years in city last February that it
said!
if
on.
tell
called
the facts
Kerby
The public lands committee's amend- morning answering correspondence.
the penitentiarv for manslaughter
Miss Anna E. Dysart.
he had mentioned to Hugh Brown, pri-ment to strike out "Clovis" and in-- The nrocession escorting the body of t having killed his brother durint
Miss Matilde Alonso.
ot
to
the directors
sert "Fort Sumner." was agreed
Mrs. Gertrude Elliot, Sth grade.
dead monarch passed through the quarrel over the settlement of their vale secretary
The bill was ordered engrossed and doubled lines of red coated soldiers father's estate. There is enough bal- census, who formerly served
Miss Elizabeth
helps, Ttli and i;th
Garfield in the same capacity,
read the third time and passed.
Hanked with rows of policemen and a ance in the court fund for the trial of
grades.
soon after the
of the
Miss Belle Sweet. r.th grade.
Representative Stephens of Texas, mass of silent black-garbehumanity. a murder case from Questa, on change President's letter publication
exonerating Baliinmoved the passage or
of venue to Santa Fe.
Miss Maude Hancock. 4t.l1 grade.
jouu res- The buildin!;s aiong the route
ger and dismissing Glavis. that "we
olution No. 6. It takes a million acres heavily draped in mourning.
Most Beautiful Valley.
.
, .
practically wrote it in the secretary s
trom eastern New Mexico ana actus
An Imposing Procession.
' "
Judge McFie says that the Taos val- office" Kerbv- declined to agree with
.'.
them to Texas. Mann of Chicago, de- A
oi 1st grade
.
,
,
,,.grade and
minute ley is the most beautiful valley he
The booming of sixty-eigh- t
t.
..... , , class
,
tta c
r:
o.iitliv,.i 01.1 ui uum mat nc
manded a second. After debate it ap- ti..1
1st
fired at. St. James park, followed has ever visited and just now there is cautious
guns
sure
of:
in
making
could
not
patriot
that
it
pass
today,
peared
and
grade
of
kindergarten.
the
the
Ben,"
of
evidence
on
"Big
great
tolling
by
every a new job belore risking the old one.
development
Tawney said it would be pending busi- - clock bell in the tower of the House side. The fruit was not
Music and Art.
hurt by reness in three weeks from today. The of
Ballinger-Pincho- t
Hearing.
fjss Matilde Alonso, music di- Commons, and by the roll of muf- cent frosts though the weather reHouse adjourned.
fled drums, told to the countless thou- mains cool and there have been sevWashington, D. C, May 17. Presi-- ! rectress.
May Enjoin Santa Fe System.
dent.
Taft's explanation of circumMiss Lucy W. Grygla, art teacii-- .
of
the
that
this
sands
rains.
eral
A
area
body
soil
of
morning
large
virgin
Washington, May 17. Attorney Gen- their late king was starting on its is being
exonunder
which
his
letter
stances
Second Ward.
plowed and farmed this year
eral West, asked permission of the lost
Miss Louisa Schnepple,
Soon the guardsman and men of means are pushing irri- erating Secretary Baliinger from the
principal
journey.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
supreme court to bring two suits to with sword reversed came down the
Glavis charges and dismissing Mr. Gla- and teacher of 2nd and 3d grades.
develother
for
and
the
gation
projects
AT LAS GUASIMAS. have the court enjoin the Atchison,
Miss Aurelia Gutterman, 1st gra b1
Mall, two other guardsmen following opment of the valley. Iand titles are vis, was prepared, was presented by
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company close behind. Then came the officers
the chairman to the Ballinger-Pincho- t
and chart class.
and
the
and
nearing
long
adjustment
He Shared Hardships With Men
from charging a higher rate of freight
of tils headquarters staff, the army tedious litigation over land grants is committee when the hearing was re- - j The president appointed the follov;-sumein Oklahoma on certain commodities
the Trenches and Won Amir-atio- n
council and board of admiralty. As about to reach judgment. People
today. It will be printed as ing standing committees:
than is charged in the state of Kan- the
and Affection.
on which the casket seem very prosperous and hopeful of part of the record of committee.
gun
carriage
Standing Committees.
sas. The state claims the railroad is
was borne approached, the order "rest the future.
Finance James L. Seligman, Davil
federal
He sprang into the jungle, descharter granted on
iolating the
your arms," was given. With
Knapp, J. A. Rolls.
Good Jurors.
FIRM WOOL PRICES
pite its dusky mystery, the uproar of in 1884 to the Southern Kansas Rail- - heads bowed, the soldiers
their
Supplies Xicanor Baca, J. H. Sloan,
kept
BEING
ARE
MAINTAINED.
now
could
"I
for
not
have
asked
better
the
the firing, the silent dead and flopping, ay Company,
operated by
on the ground while the body of
Muller.
Fritz
eyes
petit or grand jurors." said Judge Mc
groaning wounded close at hand. His Santa Fe.
Teachers David Knapp, J. L. SeligKing Edward passed. The soldier Fie. "Both
did
In the second proposed suit the state came
excellent
men were very glad to follow him.
juries
in Boston Market Not- man, T. B. Catron.
work(
to attention again for the royal
with great impartiality. On the crim mprovement
That time the Rough Riders began to seeks to have the court enjoin all '
Considerable
Business
and
immediable
was
which
carried
standard,
Building and Grounds J. H. Sloan,
tVid
v o i rr n r c finffli'ino tVinf
love their volatile lieutenant-colonel- ,
in- - lTirorororo
ituiiuuuo v,un,i 1115 iuu ately behind the casket and in front inal side there was only one acquittal."
liitvi
is Reported in Staple.
Xicanor
Baca, Fritz Muller.
and that love had grown to mighty portion of the state which was origi of
Astonished at Wild Rumors.
T. B. Catron, Xicanor
King George who like the officers
Judiciary
Indian
from
transport
nally
when
Territory
the little battle ended.
strength
and other members of royalty were "I am astonished to hear of the
17. The
im
A. Rolls.
J.
Baca,
Mass.,
May
Boston,
In the days succeeding, while the ing liquor into that territory.
number of wild rumors prevalent on
on foot.
Auditing Fritz Muller, J . L. Selig-H- .
provement in the tone of the local
regiment soaked in the trenches, unthe Indian scare. The facts are sub ivrknl mart;ot nnHniina jinrl blivprs man, T. B. Catron.
comfortable beyond expression,
RIOTOUS STRIKERS QUIETED
stantially these: A few settlers have show an increased interest and consid- - j Health J. A. Rolls, J.
Sloan,
BY RAIN AND SOLDIERS. PRIZE FIGHTERS HAVE
the love intensified. Roosevelt
located upon some lands which the erable business is
David Knapp.
in
staple
reported
TROUBLES
TOO,
THEIR
and Wood could have been mildly comIndians claim and friction has been wools. Prices remain unchanged, but
These were present at the board
'
The matter is in litiga the
fortable, at least well fed, if they had No Further Trouble is Anticipated at
engendered.
Some
President Sena, Messrs.
favors
buyers.
tendency
meeting:
Cal
Big Meet Booked for Emeryville,
willed it; but they accepted neither
tion and will reach trial at an early substantial transfers of
the Cement Works at llasco,
and
Oregon
Knapp and Rolls.
Seligman,
Muller,
ifornia, May Be Called Off at
better food nor better shelter than
Near Hannibal. Mo.
date. On last Friday, about fifty In Montana
63
02
cents
Messrs. Baca,
were
and
These
at
absent:
staple
Moment.
Last
their men had. They soaked with
dians went out to the land in dispute
Hannibal, Mo., May 17. The arriv
scoured
occurred, while Ohio unwash- Sloan and Catron.
sethalf
of
cut
with
one
them.
starved
al early today of four companies
and
them,
the fence of
of the
Aftre the report of the committee on
is selling readily at 27 cents in the
San Francisco, May 17. With the tlers. To what extent I do not know. ed
Thus both gained favor, but Roose- militia and a heavy rainfall quieted the
inaiwest
trom
teacners
had Deen read, tne iioara
the
grease.
Reports
velt, beyond doubt, won more than striking workmen at the plant of the troublesome referee question settled 'Some say only across a road which
firm prices cided to adopt its resolution that all
of
maintenance
the
Wood did, although Wood's training as Atlas Portland Cement Company at at yesterday's conference and Rickard was fenced and others to a large exfor the new clip, and some new wool the teachers be retained for the ensu- a soldier enabled him to actually do llasco, where the riot threatened yes named as the third man in the ring, tent. The Indians went to the house has
already reached the market. In-- ; ing year.
more, perhaps, to soften the men's terday.
Fifteen hundred foreigners the sporting fraternity is now troubled of L. S. Meyers, whose wife and chilThe board appointed Joseph P.
for pulled wool and the foreign
hardships than Roosevelt, an amateur, who threatened trouble retired before over the possibility of the scene of the dren were alone at the time. There quiry
to take the school census and
Conklin
is
light.
product
could possibly accomplish. Wood won the troops arrived. The guard has championship contest between Jeffries being so many of them, Mrs. Meyers
the
collect
poll tax.
respect and admiration; Roosevelt, on been placed around the buildings and Johnson being switched. The- became much frightened, for which no
OakHAS
HOOKWORM,
particular blame attaches to her. but MEXICO
the other hand, won love. It was which contain four cars of dynamite. widely circulated report from
FALLS DOWN A TOWER
MAY ACCOUNT FOR MANANA.
land that the fight promoters have as far as I was able to learn, no vio- through, his fine example that the of
BREAKS ONE ARM.
the
been
authorities
warned
that
may lence was attempted or contemplated,
ficers of the regiment established the CEMENT SARCOPHAGI FOR
not permit them to hold the .fight at When the husband and father learned
general rule that all dainties coming
TEXANS IN THE FUTURE.
Mexico, May 17. Physicians at Albert Hesch is Alive to Tell About
the Emeryville race track, developed of the trouble they came to town in
to them (dainties could not reach enof Mexico hospitals have discov
City
it, to Wonder of His PhysiSan Antonio, Texas, May 17. For
listed men, but did, occasionally, the purpose of supplying Texans of the something tangible, for District Attor- - a thoroughly excited state of mind ered that the hookworm is not a
cian.
is
Donohue
he
and
preand
occurrences
told
admitted
that
of
these
ney
reach the officers) should not be future with
in Mexico. The first case
Albert
about ten years,
stranger
Hesch,
substantial in paring an opinion on the law covering while
aged
something
they may not have given cur- brought to their attention was the
shared among the officers, but be set the way of caskets, a $11,000 cement
in the tower of the old school
up
aside for sick and wounded. Drugs, sarcophagi company has been organ- the right to hold the fight, and Sheriff rency to all the stories that were child of a laborer from the mountain building not far from the union depot
too, were scarce. A Rough Rider was ized in this city. The concern is in- Barnes stated that he is awaiting his afloat, in a few moments Taos was district. An effort will be made to es (yesterday afternoon and in some way
opinion. The most disquieting, how- filled with reports of what the Indians tablish the extent to which the dis- he
brought out to the hospital ship (to corporated and will do a state-wid- e
lost his balance and took a downever, was that Thomas H. Williams, had done until in a short time the peo- ease is prevalent.
I
had
that
time,
which, by
painfully business.
ward
plunge. The little fellow made
president of - the California Jockey ple were much alarmed, it being stat
a
progressed) whose heart was full of
brief
stop, it is said, after he had
had
and
withdrawn
a
and
house
burned
Club,
his
had been
ed that
support
bright enthusiasm for the man who
what might be termed one
traversed
informed Tex Richard he must find that the lives of women and children
afterward was to be our president, bestory of gfiace, and then continued to
some other place in which to bring were threatened, that homesteaders
cause that man had shared his qui
droD. landing at the bottom of the
the fighters together. Williams re- had been ordered to leave their lands
nine with him.
'tower. With his face badly beaten.
to
either
confirm
or
fused
had
a
been
within
fences
that
deny.
day,
me most of it," he
"He gug-givsuffering excruciating pain in his
Disease Knocks Out Pugilist.
cut, stock driven off and other depre
told me, in words minced by a chill
right arm, Albert was able to walk or
E WATER Prescott, Ariz., May 17. Joe Gans, dations committed.
'
but most enthusiastic. From "The
drag himself to his home. Dr. J. M.
former light weight champion,
the
Sheriff Wired for Help.
Truth About Roosevelt," by Edward
was (hurriedly summoned and
iDiaz
passed through here la3t night on his
"The sheriff believing these rumors
Marshall, in the Columbian Magazine
the boy found that in
examining
to
will
he
where
Phoenix, Ariz.,
for June.
to be true, wired Governor Mills that Wellknown Hotel Adams Re (addition to some wounds on the face
Mexico Serious in Its Claim way
wage a life and death struggle against he was unable to control the situation
jthe youngster had fractured his right
duced to Ashes This
tuberculosis.Gans was gaunt and
on Part of the Pass
DENVER IS SETTLING
and asked for troops to aid him in
arm above the elbow. The patient was
weak but game. "It has hit vSome I
MANY QUE&i'lONS TODAY,
serving process. While I did not re
under chloroform and the bone
Morning
jput
City
to
hard
he
wallops,"
pretty
whispered
as it was the sheriff's
set. It is thought that It will
quest
troops
was
who visited him in the car,
J friends,
to do that, I was requested to
Wets and Drys Have Made a Vigorous
in a short time, as is usplace
knit
together
dui i am not KnocKea out yet.
add a line to the bottom of the sher ENTIRE CITY
THREATENED ually the case when children suffer
Campaign New Franchise for
EASY
SEEMS
UNCLE
iff's telegram to the effect that the
Water Company Involved.
fractures.
HYDE WILL BEGIN
to be serious
condition appeared
Denver, Colo, May 17. Denver is
It is said that the physician as well
DELAY.
SENTENCE
WITHOUT
warrant
to
action
to
prevent
today voting on the question whether
enough
all who have seen the injured boy
as
Mm.
Sloan
Had
Governor
and
a
an Arbitrator
or not the city shall abolish saloons. Suggests That
further and more serious disorder. I
surprise that he had sur- expressed
U
F.rano
is
Denied
If
Motion
New
Trial
a
for
from a Foreign Nation
The campaign of the wets and the
did add a line to that effect, thi3 be
fall.
his
vived
terrific
He will Be Taken to State's
Ladder.
Be Chosen.
drys has been one of , the hardest
ing all the connection I had with the
at
Prison
Once.
matter.
fought in the history of local politics
METHODIST COLLEGE OF
and an exceptionally heavy vote was
BISHOPS IS FILLED.
Governor Was Prompt
Phoenix. Ariz., May 17. Fire early
17. The United
17. If Judge Lat-shaKansas
May
Washington,
City,
May
reported during the morning. A new
Hotel
this
the
Mills
"Governor
moanswered
morning
destroyed
B.
promptly
C. Hyde's
franchise for the water company, the States has suggested to Mexico that tion overrules Dr.
for a new trial, when it come? that he would order troops to Taos, Adams and damaged a number of oth- Lambeth of Tennessee, Monson yand
initiative, referendum and recall and the boundary question involved in the
Waterhouse of Virginia and
time
entire
er
a
the
so
to
For
him
do
if
buildings.
sheriff
the
will
be
this
requested
week, the physician
up
other questions are being settled.
celebrated Chamizal zone case be sub- sent to the state prison
Coy of Alabama Elected.
with
was
threatened
destruction.)
immediately. and the sheriff sent a second telegram
Asheville, May 17 Rev.. W. R.
mitted to some well known jurist of The court made this announcement to- asking that the troops be sent. Later, The loss is estimated at $275,000. More
Rev. E. D.
Smallpox Claims U. S. Vice Consul
a mutually friendly power for arbitra- day. "Of course," said Judge Latshaw, in the day, however, when the facts than a hundred guests escaped from Lambeth of Tennessee, and
El Paso, Tex., May, 17. John Web
flames Mouson and Aev. W. G. Waterhouse,
was
the
found
the
fire
hotel
escapes,
became
it
better
not
mean
"this
does
shall
known,
not
by
I
that
tion. The question involved is whethster Gourley, United States' vice-co- n
grant the physician a new trial, if his that many of these rumors were with- spreading so rapidly that the exit by of Virginia, were elected bishops on
died
Mexico,
sul at Juarez,
here of er the southern section of the city of attorneys show good cause for an- out foundation and while Mr. and Mrs. the main stairways was cut off. Gov- - the fourth ballot at the general con-erncontracted El Paso, Texas, valued at several mil- other hearing they shall have it, but Meyers, and Messrs. Phillips and BrySloan and wife are among those ference of the Methodist Episcopal
smallpox. The
the disease while visiting his brother, lion dollars, belongs by right under the law provides that the convicted an, settlers on the disputed land or who reached the ground by means of schurch. South, today. On the sixth
stationed at Ysleta, who In turn con the boundary treaty of the United man shall begin serving sentence as near it, were not responsible for all a rope ladder. It is reported that in- - ballot, Rev. J. H. McCoy of Blrming-valid- s
tracted it from a man arrested on the Sates, with Mexico, to Mexico or to soon as motioti for a new trial is de
the college of
in one of the upper rooms could ham, was elected-fillinnot
be
and
on
reached
perished.
bishops.
nied."
charge 0 smuggling.
Texas.
Eight.)
Page
(Continued

Governor Mills will leave on
forenoon for Raton where he will
be the guest of (honor in the evening
at a reception to be tendered him at
the Hotel Seaberg. The following day
lie will participate in the commence
ment exercises and will address the
graduating class. After the commencement exercises a banquet at
which covers for 123 persons will
be spread. Governor Mill?, will be met
at the station by a rece;:iion committee and band.
Notaries Public
Governor Mills today yipointed the
following notaries public : Benjamin
V. Fulghum of Raton, Colfax county,
and William Knight of Clovis, Curry
county.
New Indian Agent.
Clarence A. Churchill today assumed charge of the Jicarilla Apache Indian agency and school at Dulce, Rio
Arriba county, vice W. L. Williams
who has been the agent the past two
years. Mr. Churchill comes from the
Blackfeet agency in Montana. Williams
left today for Pottawatomie, Kansas,
where he will have charge of the Pottawatomie .Indian agency.
Washington, D. C, May 17. The
following postmasters have been commissioned: Max G. Smigelow of Gardiner; Alvin J. Thuli of Watrous, and
John Hamilton of Gradv.

Washington, May 17. At a conference of ftepublican "regulars" of the
Senate this afternoon it was declared
tnat a compromise witn tne insurgent.
Republicans is impossmie; inai an
propositions looking to an agreement
for an
through mutual concessions
amicable settlement of the remaining
sections of the railroad bill likely will
This endangers state-- ,
be withdrawn.
nooct ana otner :egisniuon uesnea oj

London, May
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USE ALLEN FOOT EASE

(ID

umli uuuiiu

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoe. If you have tired, ach.
It
ing feet, try Allen's
rests the feet and makes new or tight
shoes easy. Cures aching, swollen,
corns
Relieves
hot, sweating feet.
and bunions of all pain and gives rest
and comfort. Always use it to Break
Sold
in New Shoes. Try it today.
everywhere, 23 cts. Don't accept any
substitute. For FREE trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N.

ur.j

Foot-Ease-

PUS3AL1NKA.
l!y James O'Neill.)
All thai hi hi'i's see is that
Thou ar: 1ml a common cat.
And, deal' pussy, some would say,
Cruel, false and sly hut they
Only see the darker side
Of thy nanire magnified
By dislike and prejudice,
So they jud.ne of thee amiss;
But with loving eyes I see
Love and gratitude in thee,
Patience, courage, trust and truth
"With a tender heart or ruth!

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

i

Also VARIFTY FRESH YEAST

Us

Y.

mnoR

Thy behavior day by day
observe as others may,
But I cannot even guess
What thy gdcf or happiness.
Such abstract ion in thy mien,
So ineffably serene,
Solomon, so grand and wise,
Would seem petty in thine eyes.
Were the Pharaohs dignified,
And the Caesars full of pride?
They might all behold in thee
A stiperber dignity!

Summer Shoes
- For Young Men

CITY TOPICS

I

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

Winter
V V

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Ft.

Ap SEE

CALL

No. 40

Telephone

FDR YOURSELF

M

You

are sure

$350
$400
$500

or

getting
The Portrait, a comedy will he seen
at the Elks 'theater tonight.
both these features in your
Made
Address
Commencement
summer footwear if you
Chief Justice W. 11. Pope delivered
address to the
the commencement
How in sport thou dost forget
graduating class of the Artesia high come to us for a pair of
school.
Every trace of old regret!
Springing, racing to and fro,
Marriage License Issued Margarita
Like a whirlwind thou dost go.
Villez. aged .", and Casimiro Oallegos,
Leaping to the cushioned seat,
aged 2, of El Macho on the upper PeThou dost lie with folded feet.
cos have been granted a marriage liArt thou meditating then
cense.
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
On the lives of cats and men?
How Good the Indians can he
See
and
be
the
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
Sleep will come ere thou canst find if they want too, at the Elks' theater may
never
show you the new Regal Oxfords
let
answer
custom
us
mind,
styles. Just
Any
they'll do the rest.
at 8 o'clock tonight.
Life, to cats and men, is good,
The
thermometer
Chilly Weather
Though so little understood!
ranged from 4:1 to 6:! degrees yesterday and those who wore summer
Was 99 Years Old Matias Mar- clothes and straw hats felt somewhat
tinez, aged lilt years, died at Mora.
chilly. The relative humidity was 2:1
Three Deaths at Albuquerque E. per cent. The temperature at C
W. English, a young healthseeker o'clock this morning was 41 degrees.
from Oakland City, Ltd., aged 22 There were showers in this vicinity
years: W. S. Love, aged 41 years from yesterday. A year ago today the maxEast St. Ixmis, who was also a heallh- - imum was 67 and the minimum 40 deseeker; and James May ot Uland, ban- - grees with 100 iter cent of sunshine.
doval county, died yesterdy at AlbuFishing Near Las Vegas "J. A.
querque. He was aged lis years and Taichert claims the honors for the hig-- i
one of the principal owners of the gest trout catch on the opening day
Crown Point mine in the Cochiti dis- of the Ashing season of 1910. He
of the finny tribe
trict, thirty miles west, of Santa Fe. hooked twenty-siStruck a Gas Well A heavy flow yesterday at El Provenir where he
of gits was struck in a well that is spent the day. There was a large
'
being sunk four miles south of Arte-sio- . number of guests at Provenir resort Ill
The gas ihrew the water up in Sunday. Fishing there is reported
excellent. A large number of undergreat bubbles.
Placed in Insane Asylum Deputy sized trout, were seen floating dead on
Sheriff Thomas Lovelace of Chaves the streams yesterday. These probab- county, yesterday placed Addison R. j ly were caught and thrown hack in
with
the law.
the
Shupe and Sally Parks of Roswell, in j compliance
the territorial asylum for the insane at hands should be moistened before
niovinir the fish from the hooks, in
Voro
1
A Good Enumerator It is the hope order to avoid
injuring t hem, say
an glers." Las
nfisome of the
hill
fit' the Vpwii tllilt when th
Frank Ellis (formerly of Santa Fe) is j Vegas Optic.
presented for payment for his serv-- j
ices as enumerator, it will he liqul-- i MASONS ACQUIRE KIT
CARSON HOME AT TAOS
dated without a murmur. Frank, who:
lias done faithful and efficient work is
surely taking it hard. He looks as if Grand Lodge of New Mexico Will
has been with Weston on his hikej
store Buildinq to Oriqinal Con
from Los Angeles 10 New York or
dition and Turn it Into a
lj
been trying the farm hand act on aj
Museum.
raw piece of sage brush mesa. From
(Taos Valley .News.)
Ihe tales of woe we have heard fromj "For some time
negotiations have
friend Ellis and from the large rollj been
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
pending for the purchase of the
of unfilled blanks yesterday adorning Kit Carson
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
house by the Masonic fra-his hi uii
c iiiKi&m
are not rusty.
iiitii. int: nip yJ l . ...... ., of New Mexico, to be used
,
-- u
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
at 1)reSem ;,s a museum, and later
not as easy as ,t looked. The pained
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
of the
the
scope
enlarging
s. once with which he regards those,
ent
t h
ise T(he
at Jast
who ask h.m how b.g Taos is, is an-- ,
HARuw"arco!S We have it. .Phone
and thfl deed
Phone
tQ
other indication that a servant, ot trt.nn ,
No. 14,
v
9 No.;i4. If it's Hardware
I ncle Sam earns al of the ; coir . that
The age is ram,easlng uews.
...
n umiu
r : :a
i;
null. KIU3 ,ciiir. .rn o,
The tendency is all toward the destruction of the old in the building of
WHOLESALE
Be
Cured
Deafness Cannot
tne new, and the stirring events of
AND RETAIL
by local applications, as they cannot other
'
days which were filled with
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
almost beyond human, a deRATON
There is only one way to cure deaf- courage
termination like adamant and patrio.t- YANKEE
ness, and that is by constitutional ism that savored of a divine
spirit,
CERRILLOS
Deafness is caused by an nave
remedies.
become but pleasant memories
inflamed condition of the mucous linand tales tor children at bedtime, but
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When seems to instill no longer in our presthis tube is inflamed you have a rumb- ent
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
enthusthat
and
vigor
generation
ling sound or imperfect' hearing and iasm which it lent to the children of
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
PAPITAl POAI YARH
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is other years.
the result, and unless the inflammaTelephone 85
Telephone 85
"It is a matter of congratulation
tion can be taken out and this tube re- that Taos is taking a step perpetuatstored to its normal condition, hear- ing the life and deeds of one of her
ing will he destroyed forever; nine citizens who was a giant figure in
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- days and scenes which will never be
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- repeated. The little, old, worn adobe
ed condition of the mucous surface.
home where Kit Carson lived was fast
As a Protection for yourself A emand nnAbstract Ho you know whether
We will give One Hundred Dollars going to decay. It had been used for
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own?
for any case of Deafness (caused by years as a warehouse, and ere many
& Insucatarrh) that cannot be cured by ruore years had passed little would be
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT, Realty
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- left of this last tangible monument to
rance
Ki-Agency
Carson's life.
culars, free.
"It is the intention of the Masons
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
M
Santa Pe, N,
Tel Black 76
Catron Block
to restore tihe building to as near its
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
condition as possible, and to
fciner
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
convert it into a Kit Carson museum
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Mmatmwm
where can be kept some of the per
sonal effects of the famous scout, and
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
relics of those earlier days so full of
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Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.

Denver, Colo.
May 17.
The forecast for New Mexico is
generally fair tonight and Wed- nesilay; tonight cooler with
local frost in north portion.
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FRESH EGGS
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MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

historic interest.
"We congratulate the Masons on
the acquirement of this property and
the spirit they have shown in an en
deavor to keep alive an interest too
fast dying out."
If you are in need of anything,
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

WATCHING APPROACH
fleeted sunlight is always present in is said
tlie members of this com-- t
OF HALLEY'S COMET. head and tail of the comet, thus prov- I.Hiy th;i;
is not necessary to level
What a Heap of Happiness it Would
ti:U land. s is done in other disirb ts.
ing that both parts of it are made
New Mexico Military Institute
Astronomers Not Quite Agreed on the
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
by sunlight alone.
They ,,,. owt ver, go over it with
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Effect That Celestial Visitor
"Tlie sweeping of this cemetaty i.i'UH-iiiHard to do house work with an acheijuipment, such as is
Weil Point of th fiouthwert."
Thi
cone of volar force does cause disturbWill Produce on Eearth.
it
to
ing back.
he illustration,
briug
Mr.
ance
in
Officers
said
Detailed by War Department
the
solar system,"
Army
to th. P"t
Brings you hours of misery at leiscondition for putting in
Boston, .May IT. Agreeing that no
the
and
all
plan"The
earth
ure or at work.
Xatil'y.
Army
on
harnmful effect is to be experienced
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
crops.
If women only knev the cause that next Wednesday from the passage of ets are affected, not only when they
"A."
The oi: is dark chocolate color, and 1
Backache pains come from sick! the earth through the tail of Halleys come within the actual cone, as
varies in
Through Academic course, preparing young
from three to ten feet.
win do on Wednesday, but also The
kidneys,
men for college or for business life. Great
subsi.il
comet, New England astronomers ap- is a clay loam, whicii is
by, the ethereal waves set in motion
'Twould save much needless woe. pear not to concur as to the
s
amount of opou air work. Healthiest location
very valuable, as it gives the soil a
Kidney Pills cure sick kid-- bility of a luminous display similar to by the comet's tail. It is the constant uooii capaeiu for sioring moisture.
of
any Ml Htary School in the Union. Located
atmosattempt of the earth and its
ej"S.
Northern Lights.
The fertili-- of this soil has been demoo.
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
themselves to this
phere to
j
Santa Fe people endorse this:
David P. Todd of Amherst disturbanceadjust,
onstrated by the older ranchers in the
professor
of the West at an e'evation of 3,700
that
spot
has
the
caused
prevMiss Adela Arias, luG Griffin street, j
colleg0( thinks tth0 Aurora effect prob-Sant- alent earth tremors, storms and other Antelope valley, and by the farmers
above
feet
sea level, s'insblne every day, but
Fe. X. M., says: ''There is no abie
on the French tract, and is no longer
Ittie rain or snow during session.
phenomena.
x
,tr ' n Itt
IJiaibeioo8ironsiormeiOg..aUOans
Pmfp,snr BnU., Willson nf the! "The climax will be reached this
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduThe splendid results Harvard
Kidney Pills.
said week. There will be no collision of
college
observatory,
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
I obtained from their use several
that there may be darkening of the the earth and comet, nor will the DISTRICT COURT IN
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
years ago have been lasting and for atmosphere, while Professor
Edward
be enveloped in poisonous gases.
SESSION AT TAOS.
that reason, my confidence in them Pickering, head of the Harvard obse r- eartli
edjand modern !r all respects.
Tne effect of the passage may be to
has been increased. I suffered from vatory, said:
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
cause great condensation of atmos- Judge McFie and District Clerk F. W.
a dull heavy ache in the small of my
G,
Uamliroj, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
that
m)
Shearon Are Kept Quite Busy
"I doubt if there would be any pheric vapors,
automatically
back and I was subject to headaches
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and Wk
the earth will be provided with a son
in Ancient Town.
effect at all."
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
A
shield.
of
Klnlay
Professor 'Willson said further that
had no ambition and was in very poor
For
a
be
"there
of
particulars an1 Illustrated catalogue
shower
in
,T.
case
the
may
vs.
charged
of Julia A. Dunn
health when I procured Doan's Kid'
i iciu.-,- ,
L'.'K'"
THE
address.
II. Dunn, suit on note for $725, judg- ANTELOPE
er.
VALLEY
out
k
small
jjtu
muiieiuusj
&
ney Pills at Striplins, Burrows
IN NEW MEXICO. ' iu. in. for plaintiff was rendered for
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
which may effect wireless telegraphy.'
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
cause
is
fear.
or
m
no
There
for
alarm
amount
of
costs
and
suit.
note
of
Superintendent.
long to cure me and from that day to
exists only near the comet's The Properties of the French Land &
Union M. Cutter vs. Joseph E. Lathis I have been free from kidney com- Cyanogen
head, and the tail is a good vacuum."
Irrigation Company are Located
conic, Thomas P. Cable. Julian A. Marplaint. I willingly confirm the public
Professor Todd
there
in This Famous Valley.
tinez, till., to land, decree in favor of
statement I gave in January, 1907, will be no more declared that
sensation than that
plaint iff. Richard Oakeley vs. above
telling of my experience with Doan's caused by the rays of light from a
defendants title to land, decree in fa(The
Age.)
Irrigation
Pills."
Kidney
distant candle on a person's head. A
It is said by the inhabitants of Col- vor of plaintiff.
J. R. Chambers vs.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
amount of cyanogen gas fax county, New Mexico, that there is bailie defendants, decree in favor of
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, proportionate
is radiated from each, he says.
no other single county in the United plaintiff.
vs. deWillis Vandiveer
Xew York, sole agents for the United
Leon Campbell,
another of the States which combine's within itself so fendants, decree in favor of plaint iff.
States.
Harvard astronomers, thinks a lumin- many of the essentials which go to
The grand jury made Jinal report
Remember the name Doan's and ous
probable. The increasing make up the requirements of a home. of Investigations of :lf cases, 23 true
display
no
other.
take
brilliancy of the comet as it ap- bills were found, no bills in 31. cases
Within this county are located
'
proaches the earth was shown when
acres of the finest coal in the Unit- and examined !t;j witnesses.
TO
It Is an admitted fact "aat real es--: Harvard astronomers found that the ed States. On the slopes of the RaA committee appointed
under in- tate, financial men and merchant all body with the comet, or envelope, had ton and Taos mountains are 500,000 st ruction of Judge McFie recommend
say that quickest and b".-- i results are reached proportions of nearly zero acres of merchantable timber, prin- 'that "the county of Taos do build a
obtained by advertising in the New magnitude, the highest stage of stellar cipally yellow pine and cedar. In the more ample and bPtter apportioned
Mexican.
The rate of increase iu mountains on the western boundary court house, and one which will have
brilliancy.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
is
indicated by the two pho are rich and productive mines of gold ample room for all of the county
brilliancy
the
tometric measurements taken at
r ials and a much larger court room."
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
copper.
Harvard observatory.
These extensive resources,
which The committee also reported the
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
The first on May C, showed the are being rapidly developed, require school funds in good shape, there be-- a
nucleus to be 7.06 magnitude. Another
office
The
and
furnishsheriff's
$6,!t!i!).9ft.
vast army of men, and are
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
jing
MASONIC.
on Friday, just a week later! show ing a steady and growing market for that, of assessor are reported in first
and all Foreign Countries.
its magnitude to be 4.41, an increase the products of the irrigation farmers class shape, and these officers are
2.05
Montezuma Lodge No in apparent size of
R OMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH . ,
degrees.
in that vicinity. This makes land very courteous to all persons transComet's Tail Celestial Searchlight.
with them.
The
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
which is being irrigated on the east- acting business
communications
ular
Halleys ern slopes of the mountains and on books of the treasurer are also reportWashington,
May 10.
first Monday of eacl comet will be greeted Wednesday oh the mesas out from the slopes espec- ed in gooil financial condition, there
month a Masonic hall its closest approach to the earth by ially valuable.
being on hand $17,SCy, there being
a bristling battery of telescopes
at 7.30 v m.
atample money to pay interest on counour
to
were
facts
These
brought,
flanked by rapid fire lenses in the tention by conversation with one of ty bonds. The jury thanked the court
H. H. DORM AN,
for courteous treatment, and were disActina Master. celestial cameras of the naval ob- - the officials of the French Land &
.ALAX R. McCORD, Secretary.
servatory. Elaborate calculations have
whose lands are lo- charged.
Company,
.,
been made as to the minute and sec- - cated adjacent to the town of French,
Territory vs. Juan Rivera, assault
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, ond the comet will be at a given place fifty-fou- r
miles south of Trinidad, with deadly weapon. Tried by jury.
R. A. M.
Regular con-- ; iu the heavens where it will he
Colo., and eighty miles north of Las Verdict, guilty of assault and battery.
Rigs,
Fined $23 and costs.
second Monday of served and photographed,
Vegas, N. M., in what is generally
Territory vs. Julian Mondragon,
each month at Masonic
Among the scientists there is some known throughout the section as the
Elfido Benavidez.
difference of opinion as to the effect Antelope valley, which is destined to Fermin Esquibel,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Defendants ar- S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. the great star will have upon the become one of the beauty spots of Assault and battery.
of
minor.
entered.
are
plea
guilty
differences
jraigned
earth but the
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
western America.
Territory vs. Ricardo Varela, forgProfessor Asaph Hall of the naval
The water to irrigate these lands is
'
defendant out of territory, conery,
No.
be
not
Fe
o
would
Mer-mejSanta
Commandery
surprised secured from the Cimarron and
observatory
off
in
in
for arrest.
tinued
1, K. T. Regular conclave if there were a shower of meteorites.
Cerrososo
rivers and the Ponil,
Territory vs. Quintin Amador Marfourth. Monday in each He advances his theory with the same and Van Bremmer creeks, all of which
month, at Masonic Hall at calmness he would prophesy a shower rise in the Taos and Raton mountains, tinez, larceny of horses. Cause called
and makes default.
Sureties called
7:30 p. m.
of rain.
lying to the west and northwest, with
RIGHT.
J. A. MASSIE, E.
Others, and they appear in the ma-- ! a drainage of about 1,500,0(K) acres, or and make default. Bond forfeited.
On Wednesday, on motion of AttorEdno
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
disturbances.
expect
jority,
2,300 square miles. The water rights
win F. Naulty of New York takes is- on these rivers have been approved, ney Renehan, special prosecutor in
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 sue with Professor Hall and contends and are the first rights, with the ex- the case of the Territory vs. Benito
Don Caspar Avenue
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted the tail of the comet is composed ception of a few ranches which have Lovato, Judge McFie ordered that Dr.
T. P. Martin be designated to
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets neither of gas nor of meteoric bodies
been under cultivation for a number
on the third Monday of each month and that such a shower as Profesosr of years. The annual precipitation of the body of Juan Trujillo and to inthe cause of death.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in Hall deems possible, could not follow. moisture in these mountains is much vestigate
On Thursday the grand
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
jury re"The tail of Halley's comet, to all
greater than in the lower valley laud, turned indictments as follows: Against
"Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- - intents and purposes, is a celestial
and average for a series of years from Juan Rivera,
assault with deadly
dially invited to attend.
searchlight," said Mr. Naulty today. 20 to 25 inches annually.
Martinez,
weapon; Quintin Amador
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
"The tail is nothing more than
ComThe French Land & Irrigation
C. A. Watson, obtaining money
rape;
Master. light condensed from radiant solar
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
pany, which has charge of this imMondraF. STEPHENS, 32.
ergy and processed through the so- - mense tract, comprising 125,000 acres, under false pretences; Juan
gon. Fermin Esquibel, Elfido BenaviDenver Colorado.
Secretary.
jlar system precisely as a lense focus- which has been developed under the dez,
assault and battery; Ricardo
es, condenses and transmits light."
able generalship of Sophus Richard,
forgery.
B. P. O. E.
He says the tail of the comet is not
man
of
The jury in case of Territory vs.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., composed of gas or of minute particles who fills the positionof general
the company,
Carlos Gonzales, returned a verdict
ager and treasurer
holds its regular session on the sec-- ! of matter, or of meteoric bodies,
The first purchase of 50,000 acres of guiIty o voiuntary manslaughter.
The entire solar system, Mr.
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn
of land, which was developed by the Motion for new trial was then filed
Visiting brothers are invited ty says, is filled with gases in varying
U. S,
A M.
states of density. All these gases, company, was made from the con by the defendant's attorneys.
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
and
& Cattle Company,
Land
vs.
Mexico
New
Eliseo
of
are
Territory
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler, poisonous and
N. M.
Catron Block
UnU
the construction of two ir Fernandez
discharging pistol in
present in the earth's atmosphere in templated
Secretary.
resConviction
settlement.
.
.
'dense form. The changing spectrum rigation systems with seven large
jury.
by
for the storage of 2,819,i20,-00- Sentenced to the penitentiary for a
ervoirs,
Mr.
to
of
comet,
according
of
Halley's
Knights
Pythias.
cubic feet, or approximately
term of not less than one nor more
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of Naulty's theory, is due to the fact that
feet of water. These reser- tnan two years and costs of prosecuCO.
of
as
"tail"
3d
comet's
the
light
and
1st
great
meeting
Pythias. Regular
voirs may be filled twice annually, tion.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I. sweeps through various parts of the
two
The grand jury returned indictCarrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
O. O. F. hall, San
St. Visit- solar system, it lights up differing lay thus doubling the capacity. These
two ments as follows: Against Abel Lova- sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished to acinto
tract
divide
the
systems
the
to
ers
of
impresattend.
invited
gases, conveying
ing Knight's
with
the
commodate
X.
as
the
M.,
known
any number of passengers
Lovato
Benito
Roswell,
are
connecting
which
Juan
and
to,
Lovato,
locally
parts,
sion that the tail itself is gaseous.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
conmurder; defendant pleaded not guil- El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
Mr. Naulty says the spectrum of re- - north and south side tracts, each
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
ty. No true bill was found against land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
taining about 25,000 acres.
Xew Mexico Central Railroad at TorThe south tract is at present under the following: Abel Medina, Valentin Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comIrrigation and durinsr the season ot Gonzales, Cristino Gonzales, Samuel
municating with Manager of the Ros1909, something like six or seven thou-- ' Gonzales, Jose Secundino Lopez, Juan iu Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
sand acres were cultivated advant- Lucero, Adan Dominguez, Matias Vas- in Vaughan at 6 p. in.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
ageously and profitably. During the quez, Esquipula Martinez.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
season of 1910, just opening, it is estiNOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION.
each, regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
mated that the amount of land which
will be sown to crop, will aggregate
The undersigned were appointed by
12,000 acres, the greater part of this
will be worked by the owners, who are the probate court in and for the county of Santa Fe, on the second day of
actually residing upon the land.
The second purchase made by this May, 1910, administrators of the esTIME TABLE ALL
of about 75,000 acres, con- tate of Pedro A. Romero, deceased,
company,
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
LOCAL TRAINS
sists of 35,000 acres of irrigable land and as such administrators hereby nowho
claims
all
have
may
is
tify
available,
water
sufficient
parties
for which
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conand 20,000 acres of good merchantable against the estate to present them to
nect
with Xo. 10 from the south and
law.
us
time
the
con
within
is
by
balance
required
while
the
pine timber,
also Xo. 3 from the east, reto
estate
west,
indebted
said
All
persons
sidered excellent grazing land, which
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
will prove a valuable feature to con are requested to settle their indebted
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conWe will give you a receipt for double the amount
templating settlers, who are inclined ness forthwith otherwise suit will
nect with Xo. 1 west-bounalso takes
to go into the stock raising business. be brought against them.
d
passengers for Xo. 2
passThe second nurchase necessitates a BEXIGNA GARCIA DE ROMERO,
m.
6:30
EPIGMEXIO
at
ROMERO,
con
p.
ing
Lamy
be
to
Returning
third
irrigation system,
,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 2, 1910.
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with Xo.
structed in the near future, which will
BEXJAMIX M. READ,
1's connection only.
not be a part of or in any way con
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conAtty. for the Estate.
Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
nected with the two systems formerly
14
with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounnect
"
"
mentioned.
25.00
50.00
a
4 and 8
and
trial
A
on
book
Rheumatism,
Xos.
and
Returnwant
feature
A particularly attractive
When you are in a hurry and
"
"
"
15.00
30.00
about these lands is that the high treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic a good outfit come here for single or ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
mountain ranges effectively protect Remedy liquid or tablets is being
double
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Oar Pries are tha lowest New YorK Prices.
the valley from severe winter storms, sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
LIVERY.
are
You
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
sec
Wis.
that
get
other
well,
Racine,
such as are encountered in
healthy horses and a. m.
tions.. The average altitude is about this book for some discouraged, dishere and subject to
are
fine
Train arrives from the north at 4
act
Do
carriages
a
sufferer!
heartened
a
delightful
simple
5,500 feet, which insurces
want
We
order.
your business p. m.
summer climate with a winter climate of humanity! Point out this way to your
Sur in the livery line and will appreci
similar to that of Denver, with which quick and certain relief!
New Mexico Central.
we are all no doubt familiar
prise some sufferer, by first get ate It.
Train
Santa Fe at 8:45 a. n
test.
and
leaves
booklet
me
the
from
All Popular Sheet 'Music.
are
connection,
East Side Plaza.
the
We
ting
showing, in this
WILLIAMS 4 RISIIG
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i
an illustration of equipment used in He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
'
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& Co.
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appears sad; y't this is not truly so.
"Her life was full and complete. She
had won i'aihe and reputation in her
chosen work, and had quaffed the
f HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
brimming cup ,lf earth's highest and
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Vice
President.
purest joys.
Editor and President.
"To a friend only a few days before
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
her illness, she said: 'I believe I am
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
the happiest person in the world.'
"What more could have been asked
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, six months, by mall ....$3.75 for her? The sorrow and the heart
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 ache arc for those who remain."
75. Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
months
. 1.00
65; Weekly, six
Daily, per month, by mail
SPANISH COLONIES.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
:.. .75 PLANTING
Daily, per year, by mail
Ooodwin's Weekly advocates the
planting of Spanish colonies in the
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
Secretary-Treasure-

r,

R.

The La I.ande Leader already
a whole column of announcements
of candidates for county offices this
fall. If that statehood bill should
pass there will be that many hopes
dashed to the ground, although the little lesson in the value of advertising
will have hurt neither candidates nor

L,

New Mexican is

j

i
j

.

what, they are
ly be the gainer.

worth he will very like-

When these men
are really able contact with them is
beneficial. They administer some of
the necessary discipline and take out
the conceit. The way in which the
would-bengineer accepts the many
difficult situations' that are sure to
come to him in the first years. after
e

j

,,

wnnte Snnisn
politicians to visit Latin America and
ftudy conditions and then organize
emigration to the new world. His
thought is all right, but we fear his
'
plan to carry it out would, if tried, fail.
Sj.ain has a large surplus population
and this is felt more and more as the
jneed of keeping large armies and
titedes of officials in her colonies, has
been removed.
We think her young
men and their wives should by
sands seek foreign lands, and natural- ly they should go where the language
and traditions are all Spanish. But the
race lias greatly changed on this side
and emigrants from Spain to Latin
America would, going singly, and unfamiliar with western ways, be liable
t0 nich suffering, disappointment and
w

A. HUGHES,

unusually

Nearly Every Man and Wor.an at
one time or another has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill the bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.

i

WOODY'S HACK LIKE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

s

LOUISE FORSSLUND.
The New Mexican today records
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the death of Louise Forsslund, the
the north bound train, and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
well known authoress, who a few
mul-anTen miles shorter than any other
years ago spent a summer at Tesuque
in Sana Fe. She was a frequent
way. Good covered hack and good
visitor in the editorial rooms of the
teams.
thou-whil- e
New Mexican and made many friends
Xa.s.
Tiling clcn.e to
here, which gave her writings
Corafortable.
sender
a wider vogue, locally perhaps, than
Bound
Trip
they would have had otherwise, although their tenderness, their delicate
humor, their literary artisanship earned them the admiration of the reading
She had told the
public everywhere.
writer that some dr.v she honed to
write a greater opus for which the sorrow. But it they would go in coloThe
be
would
all
that
changed.
n'es,
local
furnish
should
the
southwest
color and the material, and it is to be first thing a colony wants is land.
Abundance of that can be obtained
regretted that death cut short that
the South American Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
ambition, for it is certain that her cheaply in any of
a
If. say,
thousand could go Returns Thursday and Friday.
sympathy, her insight, would have s;aies.
needed land, esthe
acquire
logether,
produced a work truer to the spirit of tablish their own school and church AGENCY atO. K Barber Shop
new
old
the
this
land, than any of
and begin at once to cultivate the Mrs. FO. BROWN A?ent
many books that have sought to do
;
Phone No. 23 Red
lard, and to carry on all the wants of
this.
heir little community, gradually realThe home paper, of her little town
izing that the whole land is open to
of Sayville, Long Island, after giving
Ihem, in 'which they might do, undisthe brief facts in her life, says appre- turbed, any legitimate thing, in a lit-tciatively:
while they would catch the inspi"These are the brief and simple ration of the change from the old to
SHOP
facts of her biography; but of her bril- the new world, and with one hundred
liant, public career, and even more of such colonies settled where they could
For i3 yearr the only
her lovely and gracious private life, produce what the world is willing to
volumes might be written.
class tonsorial parlor
first
pay for, the change that they could
years would
It might be told of her splendid, Mng about in twenty-fiv- e
Fe.
in
Santa
plucky,
fight for recognition be a transformation for them, and re
OUR NEW FITCH
of ill- - fected back, the parent country would
against the discouragements
TREATMENT
a
be
be
would
illuminated.
There
an
ten
extreme
and
shyness
health,
on
be
would
this
but
it
and the greater Spain,
s guaranteed to cure, (not only
dency to
portunity to operate.
.fide of the Atlantic, even as the Unit"The college does not make the en- lack of literary associates or environ ed
Dandruff, falling hair &
States is a greater England and relieve,
other
irritations. "We also
gineer; it merely furnishes the man ment. By sheer merit alone, and
scalp
a vastly greater
with part of the material which he through her God given genius, she Germany, and
a
carry complete Mne of all the
must use in making himself. The col- tchieyed success.
popular hair and facial tonics.
lege does its part, but it can't make
"Sayville people are proud of her,
Educais
Board
well
the
of
It
that
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
an engineer out. of anyone who has not but as she had been away from her
,i.
tion has
Superintendent
ocThis
inclination.
or
e
birth-placthe ability
the
more or less since her mar- A. Wood and the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
present, able corps
casional cry against college education riage, it is doubtful if even they
In the twelve years that
of
teachers.
is the result of a distorted vision. The realize how important a figure she
Superintendent Wood has had charge
fact that many men have become bril- had become in the world of letters.
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of the local schools they have not onliant successes who ne"r saw the inof editors were eager ly progressed wonderfully
"The
he
but
greatest
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
side of a college, and" that many col- ly
seeking her work, and her books transformed an
system into laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
itself
is
in
failures
are
lege graduates
were ever more and more in de a modern system housed in splendid and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
no proof that a college training is un- mand.
edifices.
All work is guaranteed; your
By next year, he hopes to
necessary, or that it is detrimental.
a constant improvement introduce
socks are mended and buttons
manual
and
"Showing
training
in
The difference in most cases lies
sewed on you shirts, without
a wider knowledge of life, to equip a gymnasium and there has
in
the man rather than in the institution. andtechnique,
extra charge.
a better mastery of her materials, not been a year in the twelve that
Not. that college methods are always
she had bv no means reached the some step forward has not been tak- - PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
perfect, for they are not. but the col- zenith of her powers.
en.
The present corps of teachers
leges supply learning that most young
in
"A
recent
the
seems
Century
also
story
very efficient and as a
men could not or would not. get elseMagazine brought her unstinted praise rule, although there are occasional exwhere. The college cannot supply from
every direction, and many com- ceptions, a teacher's usefulness inmuch practical experience. This must
critics believed that with her creases each year in the locality by
petent
be gotten outside.
rare blending of humor and pathos reason of better acquaintanceship
"It is true that the graduate fresh she would become one of the fore- with local conditions, children and
iB
from the college often has an exag- most
writers of her era.
parents. This is so well recognized
gerated idea of his own knowledge
"Her field was Lond Island and es- in eastern cities that teachers are giv
and importance, due to the exuberance
She tried to get en an advance in salary for each year! 1
Sayville.
pecially
of youth, but contact with actual confrom it at times, but with it as that they remain and in cities like
away
ditions and experienced men soon a
background she did her best and Philadelphia, there are teachers on
brings him to a proper realization of truest, work. Her people were of the the rolls who have earned for themhis true worth. When this stage has
lovable Long Island selves a pension and who have been
been reached advancement can begin. homely, honest
could
she
pcture as no other retired on account of length of
Hard knocks, disappointments and dis- types;
meadow
writer
the
country, and
flat,
couragements must be expected, but the white shell roads underneath a
'Where prices are lowest
they are part of life's training and the blue
The Taos insurrection has fizzled
did
she
all
and
sky;
through
one who falls before them is not fit
out
and it is now blamed
for the life of an engineer. The man there breathed the salt tang of the uponcompletely
for safe quality"
the
habit
of the Indian gesticuand
across
knew
she
the bay
with the proper spirit will not stay breeze
to
while
lating wildly
express
trying
so well.
down, but will rise and tackle the diffi loved
skill at character drawing his feelings. If the brave who cut tihe
"Her
his
past was
culty again, strengthened by
One Resolution to Make
marvelous, for the people in her wire fence that obstructed the road
experiences. Confidence comes through
arms
his
not
had
into
so
the
air
flung
he
and
were
not
hero
the usual
knowledge gained by doing. Success books
and rolled his eyes so
es and failures alike instruct by illus roine of fiction, but. living breathing vehemently
the trouble would nevthreateningly,
and
'folks.'
'Abe
'Sarah
and
Angy,'
What other 1910 Resolu
trating how things ought to be done
er have occurred. The Indian should
'Mad
and
'The
little
red
Princess
Ben,'
to
be done.
and how they ought not
tion you may makt
be
taught that these motions are all
will not be readily forgotten.
"In college the greatest attention is Nancy'
a
not
but
in
session
legislative
right
"But if Louise Forsslund was an
while out on 'so delicate a mission as
usually given to instruction in fundaResolve now that you will
mental subjects and theoretical con- artist, she was like Mrs. Browninga cutting the neighbor's barb wire fence.
as
too'
and
'artist
woman,
womanly
at KAUNE & OO. the
trade
siderations, al! of which is necessary.
Tne students are shown, where possi- woman as ever lived.
coming year. Jt Is a resoluThe " Regulars among the Republi"Every duty in life, either as wife,
bly, by visits to mining regions, mines,
tion In your own interest, for
daughter, sister or friend, she; cans refuse to have anything further
mills, etc., how the knowledge has mother,
to do with the Insurgents on legislaa
fulfilled
made
and
joy
absolutely,
It means the best possible
been and can be applied in practical
tive matters. Between those two legwork. All this is important, but does of doing it.
table supplies at lowest pos"Her creed was love, and she re- islative grindstones, the legal grist
not take the place of practical experisible
will be
prices,
exceedingly fine but it
ence. In practice, it is found that flected the rich beneficence of her is fearedground
that the statehood bill will
beautiful
and
rare
everyupon
spirit
modified
must
be
to
them
make
rules
poor and the broken disappear altogether unless President
applicable under various conditions. one she met. The
Taft can wield a magic wand that will
These modifications cannot all be in heart were to her an especial make the discordant
Think it over isn't KAUNE
elements come
a
she
with
hand
and
free
gave
learned trom books, and the professor charge,
on
measure.
this
&
together
important
Co, the logical store for you
will not be there to give assistance. not only of material things, but what
more
a
symcounted
spontaneous
to patronize through 1910.
Bjt keeping eyes nd ears open these
The summer dullness in the newstricks of the trade can lie picked up. pathy, the, tactful word of genuine
"Contact with men of experience in kindness, the sunny smile and tender paper world will be enlivened by a
scrap between Peru and Ecuador and
busJiess, and practical work in the interest, of her deep brown eyes.
"In Sayville, in. New York, wherever the war correspondents are getting
mine and mill, is often associated with
cases in readiness.
disagreeable and tempier-tryinepij she has been, the news of her death their quinine
has come as a terrible shock to all
sod"es and the exercise of
Johnson predicts that he will wipe
is important. Many mean men will be who knew her, and her loss will be
& COMPANY
met, but often their meanness is only felt as a deep and abiding personal up the earth with Jeffries and Jeffries
prophesies that he will not leave a
apparent. They are teaching the in- - bereavement.
"In view of her youth, her unfinish- - sound shred on Johnson's body, and
, experienced man his business and his
place. They may be sharp about it, ed career, and the sudden snapping the average citizens hopes that both
but if one is willing to take them for short of dear associations, her death are predicting the ruth.

2

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Buys and sells
stocks in all markets for its customer.
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the.csvilized world on as liberal terms
as are given . by any ; mo rtey transmitting agency Jpublic;af
private. Interest allowed" on time deposits at the rate of three,
Liberal
per cent per annum, on six months' or yeaj'S'Jtlme
advances made on consignments f livestock4 and 'products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing.. . Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
i
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HOTEL
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$5.00

VAUGHN pROP,

W!i-LIA-

One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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Large Sample
Room for Com-.- ,
mercial Travelers
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KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER
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GROCERS

H;S. KAUNE
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McKAKE, Assistant Casbier

FRAKK

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

old-tim-
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graduation from college will determine his fitness for his chosen work."

"-'"-

Tex-ioo'-

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

PALEN. President.
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GETTING READY. FOR WORK.
The public schools at Roswell have
already held their.' graduation exercises. The schools at Santa V and
other cities also have their commence;
ment days in May. It seems an economic waste to close the schools thus
early in the season although" the pupils will not agree with the New Mexican in that respect. This Territory
has a million dollars invested in
school plants and these actually stand
idle not only one day out of every
two in the year, but almost twenty
hours
hours out of the twenty-fou- r
on days on which they are utilized.
There should be an effort, at least, in
the larger towns to have ten months'
school each year, ten months of twenty school days each, so that the average boy and girl who must leave
school too early in life anyway will
have the benefit of one thousand
hours schooling out of the almost 9,
000 hours of the year. That certainly
is not asking too much. It seems that
nowadays' the graduates even from
high school are not so thoroughly
as
grounded or so widely cultured
were the grammar school graduates of
a generation ago. Perhaps this is
only a distortion of perspective, but
the cry is heard on every side, that
while the age for graduating has advanced the accomplishments of the
graduate are fewer and he is less
thoroughly prepared to enter upon the
active duties of life. Says the Mining!
and Engineering Journal:
"For the graduating students of our
colleges and universities, real life is
about to begin. They will soon be unloaded onto the world and must get off
their coats and see what they can
Some may 'acmake of themselves.
cept positions,' but by far the greater
number will be forced to 'hunt jobs.'
Cilded air castles will fair and the
stern realities of life will take their
place. It is now that" the young man
must show his mettle. The law of
survival of the fittest will have an op-

u'
Ulu'u
. a who three hundred and more vears
t'.go planted the cross and civilization
in Mexico and Xew Mexico. They
made good in those days and they
would make good today even in New
Mexico. Says the journal referred to:
"One Arturo Perez iM,artin,. a Costa
Rican, writes excitedly .; to the 'Es-- j
pana Moderna' of the' possibilites ' of
greater Spain, and thinks the Spanish
e
pres-jtig- e
people can restore their
new
in
and
world
the
and power
advance old Spain to her old enviable
position in Europe, Ihrough the emi- e rsitinn mid pYiiansinn nf hfV sons 4n
1

i

J.

newspaper.

Editor LeRoy Loomis of the Texico
Trumpet complains of the senseless
habit of the comet getting up before
three in the morning and then pitches
into the rival city of Clovis with such
that seems to indicate that
fury
in South
new world, but mainly
has
scholarly postmaster-edito- r
room
is
in
there
Hut
the
It is sent to America.
serious case of grouch.
an

the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
in
the
Territory, and has a large and growing ercnlatt)
every postofflce
among tha intelligent and progressive people or me auuinwesi.
The
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self-contr-

PHONE 26

Commodious

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON VK

We Are
Now

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

Serving

wait.

Ourincreasing patronage
best proof

THE HOTEL COFtONADO
KATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

1s

the

thnt we m'erit yours.
G.

LOPE HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL, MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE "In
the City ia connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed-Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,

.

,

Oornef of ?Vater St.
and Don Gat par Ave.

WM- -

HAYAJO, CHIMAYO

"

GREGG Prop.

and BALLETA

BLANKETS
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

;

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS,
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS
TOMTOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

CANDELARIO

50c
75c
25c

each
"

"
I5c "

.

;

,

HOc

65o

per pound and up
The. Curio Man

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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YOU CANT' BUY A THING

WITH THE MONEY

you nifE Spent M
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mw FISHIN'MR.

ARE YOU

SPORTMAN?

E. L. McKie, of Denver, is here on
business.
r W.
Kirk Willis of Bisbee, Ariz., is at
Gregg's hotel.
Judge John R. MeFie has returned
wiU
home from Taos.
tackle, and a few other
D. H. Halloway of Euekman, is at''
the Coronado hotel.
j
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
a hat salesman of St.!
7xi r.nr
j. Chi'inis.
that you need. Just call at our store and
IXHiis is at the Palace.
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
. M. Taber, of Glorieta, spent
in Albuquerque,
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
Architect I. H. Rapp has gone to
j
Roswell on professional business.
you wish to know.
Lee Wolf, a drug salesman of Den-- !
COME IN AND GET AC.
ver, is calling on the trade here.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Mock, sightseers
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
from Los Angeles, are at the Palace.
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
Miss M. Walker Williams, a tour- ADVANTAGE.
ist from Hartford. Conn., is in the city.
b Attorney Genera, Frank W. Clancy
was bound for Albuquerque last evening.
R. S.- Herbert, the well known meat
salesman from. Las .Vegas,
is. .at the
:
' "
'
'; ;
Palace;
;,
Bank ONE DOLLAR A DAY $6 i' week for only one yeaiv. and leave
Thomas' E, Yoimg$ th well" Tcn'oSrri
'
Our Line is all new and complete in every
it stay for, 30 years. At 3, per. cent co mpound interest, this will .amount to salesman from the Windy City, is at
$758.10; at 4 per cent compound interest this will amount to $1,010.SS a the Claire.
"
'
f fue
8 larger
":
,A. Hard Winn, a traveling
detail ' our assortment
man
snug sum for old age.
K
from
San
th&n
on
is
the
and
more complete,
ever.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
Francisco,
calling
trade here.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
and
We
have
lines,
baskets,
rods, reels,
everything for his majesty, THE
H. R. Whiting, U. S. Commissioner
line
and
and
SPORTM
next
to
our
in
AN; Come
CO. at Albuquerque, was a visitor in Santa
BANK &
get
prices. Our prices are lower
Fe yesterday.
than ever before.
.
Walter B. Sehmuekcr and H. B,
Speck of Chicago, are salesmen calling on the trade.
LOTS
COLLEGE
in
DIVISION
BOY.
the
SUB
William .1. Quick and J. M. Brown,
'
'
of Durango, Colo., are sightseers regjOF
istered at the Claire.
Superintendent of Public Instruction James E. Clark made a business
trip to Albuquerque today.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall!
$5.00 down $5.00 a month, .no interest; no
of the U. S. Indian Industrial School
Wholesale & Retail
lots
no
a
deed
are
the
when
taxes,
mortage,
has returned from Taos.
inGOOD
You
to
a
for.
afford
let
Dealers in
can't,
paid
Mrs. A. T. Owen and Mrs. Will Owvestmentlike this go by when it cosis you
El
en, of
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The , Jew eschews pork, but chews just as four or five men were drag- - from the probate or guardian courts.
Leaves El Paso's 00a. m.
Leavos Santa Fe 8,45 a. m.
like the rest of us.
beef
ging a three hundred pound hog over The largest docket of the juvenile
SCOTTISH RITES REUNION
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Arrives Kl Puso 10.40 D. n.,
In a Jewish quarter of New York the frosty sward to the barrel. But courts is the cases of delinquent chil- Paso
El
Close connections at
for points in Califora teacher in the public schools adoot- - J0" were in time to hear the mighty dren and adults who contribute to
Santa Fe, N. M.
nia, Southern New Mexico and Arizoi a
en me
or punisnmg pu- splash as the great porker went head their delinquency, and the atmosphere
pian
Close connect ion ALL POINTS EAST
pils who used bad language by wash- first into the scalding vat. You saw is unavoidably that of the criminal
at Torrance for
ing out their mouths with soap. The the boss butcher take him by the hind court. Delinquent children compelled
45
Leave Santa Fe 8 a. m.
feet and wallow him about a few times '
Arrives Kansas City 5,50 p.m. next day
Arrives Chlcano 8.20 a. ru. 2nd day
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
until his practised hand told him to
make an open rate of one and one
Delicious Gingerbread.
him
him
E. P. & S W and Rock Island trains carry Sleepover
out,
souse
tilt
pull
and
third fare from all points ln New
Children are treat lovers of finirer. the latter end into the barrel. AnMexico to
ing and Chair Cars.
bread, and grown folks, too, if it is of other wallowing or two and all hands
For information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
the rich
kind. The
"I tried all kinds of blood remedies
with the slippery ears and
Call at City Oillec Iainihlin Blk.or Phone 145.
recipe by the famous Mrs. grappled
following
which failed to do me any good, but I
nose
No trouble to answer questions.
subDATES OP SALE
and
and
drew
the
is
forefeet,
commended to those
Mary J. Lincoln,
have found the
at last. My
made face was full of right thing
J. G. EADS
who delight in this delicacy:
ject out upon the scraping-table- ,
black-headMay 21st, to 24th inclusive
pimples and
Mix two cups flour, one-ha- lf
level of the old family sled by removing After taking Cascarets they all left. I am,
City Freight & Passenger Agent.
RETURN LIMIT,
teaspoon salt, one level teaspoon soda, the box.
continuing the use of them and recomone level tablespoon ginger; stir In one
MAY
28th 1910
them
friends.
feel
I
to
fine
two
mending
Talk
my
was
about
cup molasses,
tablespoons softened
There
when I rise in the morning. Hope to
Cottolene and one half cup boiling where
minhad
a
in
few
and
it,
they
In
shallow pan. If for ries- -i
water. Bake
The Rate
have a chance to recommend Cascarets. Come to Santa Fe.
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com-'ian- mrl merchants; good everywhere. We sert, bake in layers. Fill with whipped utes, with many a grunt and "iheave-ho,- " Fred C. Witten, 76 Elm St., Newark, N.J,!
is Open to Everybody
flavored with lemon.
cream,
the white carcass hung on the
has on hand a large supply ol will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
The little ones can eat this freely.
Call on address.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
head downward, like a male-- ,
gibbet,
Do Good. Never Slcken.Weaken or Gripe.
out
is
Lara
the
lnaigestiDie,
cottolene,
pads and tablets suitable for school
If you are in need of anything, try
10c, 25c, 50c. Never told in bulk. The
days of old- H. 8, LUTZ, Atrent
perfect shortening, makes food that factor ln
Ine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
isew Mexican Want Ad.
Santa Fe, N. M.
A few
aerees with the most delicate stomachs.
or your money back.
dft strokes nf a inno- ahnrn cure
922
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Mrs. A. C. Ireland is visiting friends
in Cincinnati.
Governor Prince is expected to return home Wednesday.
is in Kansas
Mrs. E. L. Bartlett
City, visiting friends.
V. S. District Attorney Fiske will
run home tonight from Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Clancy will return from Albuquerque this evening.
Hon. T. B. Catron, attending court
at Las Vegas, is expected home to-

night.
.1.

P. Victory, who was

delegates to

Washington,

To
Ago jay

Louise Forsslund, Personally Known
to Many in Santa Fe Where She
Visted in Recent Years,
Dies Suddenly.
(The Suffolk County, X. Y., News.)
lionise Forsslund, probably the most
widely-knowresident of Sayville, for
her name was familiar to thousands ot"
readers throughout the world, died on
Monday at the Ross Headth Resort at
Brent wood.
She was the daughter of the late Andrew 1). Foster, taking her pen name
of Frosslund from the original Swedish spelling of his name, and was
born in Sayville March Kith, 1873.
Almost from childhood she showed a
marked literary talent, and this was
later developed by her education al
Sayville's excellent puublic school,
and the Packer Collegiate Institute of
Brooklyn, and by a course of instruction under private tutors.
In 1'JUl, she published her first book,
"The Story of Sarah" which at once
attracted the attention of both the
critics and the general public, and
from that time her success was assured.
Her second novel, "The Ship of
Dreams," followed in lfm::, and the last
extended work from her pen, "Old
Lady Number 31," appeared a year
ago, while in the meantime she did a
great amount of work in the way of
short stories for the magazines and
periodicals.
In 190(j, she was married to Charles
Carey Waddell, also a writer, and their
congenial tastes and mutual devotion
made the union one of almost ideal
happiness. The one cloud to mar its
perfect harmony was the loss of three
children in infancy a daughter born
in 1907, and twin girls in PJOS.
In March of the present year, while
residing in New York, Mrs. Waddell
again became a mother, this time of a
son; and although she apparently recovered entirely from the ordeal of his
birth, her anxiety in regard to this little one natural enough in view of her
later developed
pervious experiences
with her sensitive, imaginative nature
into a condition of neurasthenia.
In the hope of recuperating, she
came first to her mother's home at
Sayville, and afterward to Bentwood,
where she had commenced to
symptoms of recovery.
On Monday morning, however, she
suffered a sudden and entirely unexpected attack of heart failure, and although every known method of stimulation was resorted to, the end came
short before ten o'clock.
The funeral which at her own request was private and unostentatious,
was held at the home of her mother on
Foster avenue at 2:30 Wedneslay
afternoon, the Rev. J. H. Prescott, rector of St. Ann's Episcopal church, who
had christened and confirmed her, officiating.
Besides her husband and baby son,
she is survived by her mother and
four sisters, Mrs. Charles C. Haines of
New York, and Mrs. G. A. Robinson
and the Misses Minne and Amy Foster
of Sayville.

Prince will pay Santa Fe and
her aunt a visit during the coming

of Mrs.

now is in
summer. Miss Gilchrist
Europe and expects to return to this
country in June.
Mrs. W. B. Childers, the charming
wife cf W. B. Childers, of Albuquerque and her sweet little daughter
Gladys, are here on a visit. Little
Gladys has already greatly improved
in health.
About sixty of the university students enjoyed their customary spring
ionic at Monument Hock yesterday.
The day was a perfect one and notwithstanding the long ride and inces-sen- t
hill climbing after the arrival
there, every one enjoyed himself

one of the
returned

home today.
Mrs. Rumsey and Mrs. Loring, now
in Omaha, expect to spend the heated
turn in Santa Fe.
Miss Gilchrist, the charming niece

AND

What Becomes of Productions During
the Summer.
At this time of the year when the
theatrical season is nearing its close,
it may be of a timely interest to the
to learn
great army of theatre-goerhow theatrical managers store away
their productions during
arid what is done to scenery, proper-- ,
an.i pnstuines while nrenarations
are being made for the coming sea- -

their life were newspaper men.
Augustus Thomas worked on the St.
Louis Times, Chauning Pollock on the
Washington, Herald, Eugene Walter
on different Cleveland newspapers and
on the Xew York World, Elmer B.
Harris on the Xew York Evening
Globe, Charles Klein ou the London
Standard, and Anna Steese Richard-li- e
son, author of "A Man's a Man," is
connected with the New York World.
In these days and times newspapers
of this country are furnishing ninety
five per eent 0 the recruits to tne
business end of the theatrical business.

s

mid-season-

;

Immediately on the arrival in New
Y'ork of the baggage car containing
the effects of a company, it is met
in the railroad yards by large wagons
which pick up the scenery and haul it
to the storehouse maintained by the
The personal
producing manager.
baggage of the members of the com
pany is carted away and delivered to
ot
the hotels and boarding-house- s
their respective owners. The properand other statge decties,
orations, are also taken to the storehouse. An inventory is then made of
what has been returned and checked
up with a nsi mat uie umuajn i"
the company received when the show
started out. This is done in oraer to
discover what has been lost and what
is necessary, to fit out the show-ias good a condition and in as
complete a manner as it was when
The
season.
it. heean its previous
scene painter is then called in and
looks over the effects of the ravages
of wear, tear and weather, and subputand
it
mits a bid for repainting
it in A-- l condition. This work
"is done at the earliest possible mo- ment in order to avoid being rushed
when the new season approaches. The
master property man who stays in
New York and is employed all the
year round, with his assistants, setsto work to repair all the broken furniture, repaint and polish it and put
con
it into an absolutely first-clas- s
c
is patched up
dition. The

-

Where They Will Spend Their Summer.
Rose Stahl Visiting friends in Eng- lan(J

Robert Edeson Living the simple
life at Sag Harbor, L. I.
Helen Ware Touring the continent.
Edgar Selwyn Ruralizing at Har-- !

bric-a-bra- c

show-marke-

N. Y.

at
Elsie Ferguson
West End, N. J.
Ellmund Breese Golfing at Dun- woodie, N. Y.
Baden - Baden,
Hegwig Ileicher
Germany.
Frank J. Mclntyre Agriculturing
near Ann Arbor, Mich.
Gertrude Coghlan
Domesticating
at BensonhUrst, L. I
Marion Kerby Rusticating at New
Canaan Conn
pernan(ia Eliscu Xew York City-tinjng
Henry B. Harris Offlcing in the
Hudson theatre and automobiling to
trout ,.lkeg jn Xew Hampshire,
Press representatives Slowlv going
crazy t,.ying tQ get out ..T'he A(J.
vailce Agent."
otnerwise the worid moves on.
g

'

g

Commander Julius A, Pratt Post No.
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
Mr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the
iu
k,
Springfield . (Mass., )Republican, is re above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes:
visions are made for the purchase of
p
mgWn(r "For a long time I was bothered with
new stuff in order to make the produc a
of "Where The Trail Divides." backache and pains across my kidplay
covers
tion complete. Curtains, table
Among the criticisms of the book neys. About two months ago I startand other draperies are sent to the when it was first issued this gentle- ed
taking Foley Kidney Pills and soonT
to
liable
... a,
cleaners, and such material
mon en orrnct oil- tViQtnut rip if -a trnntl t,aw
""
4
wranriPfl
in
uiey weie uoiug jum cwimeu. i
w
iuc
m,tk
lt
could be made with Kobert Ede- - iie,lt on takin" them and now I am
umuuj
tar naner ' A novel feature employed - play
so "i tne leading role.
free from backache, and the painful
i
storeby Mr. Henry B. Hams in his
who
Dr.!blad(pr
Carven,
Fo.
miserv is a
V YT1
house is to take photographs of all uernsteln ln lne Thi:d
was ey 1
Kidney Pills so well that I
the oriSinal Puction of "A 'told many of my friends and comrades
Voman Qf Arl
comic opera aboit them -- nd shan recommend
duction book labeled with the name ot ada'Jte1 nom tlle French of
Aipnonse them t
Sold by
ery opportunity."
HarMr
the play, and put on file in
V
Bizet, ' at,.;..M - n
George
& i,u.
.
.
..
fflnc
Thia is an extreme -v vaiu- - wnen
i,u.iu
,iuiimii5
it was given at tne uroaaway
able method, as he can at a moment s tfa
1S97
SAYS CONGRESS WANTS
notice take from one production sucn
Louig Hainegi who plays Mr.
TO DO RIGHT THING.
anarticles as he woald require in
Colton in Jameg Forbes, comedVf ..xhe
ue
wsc
in
other
production,
Commuters " was the original Claude
. .
x
if
uib nlmr frnm In the American production of "Jane,1 President Darnall Declares Agitation
aecme to Qiscoininue
is Needed, However, for Legislawhich tne aDStracuon ws
when ,t wag iyen
Hovt8 Madison
tion in Interest of Child.
Mr. Harris has two storehouses. gquare theatre New York, August 3,
the
and
floors
five
them
has
One of
lg91
St. Louis, Mo.
May 17. In his
other six. In connection with one of That E A Eberle whQ playg Dr
to the National
address
presidential
incident
and
scenic
a
studio,
these is
Bernstein
ln The Third Degree," Conference on the Education of Bac
1S
any nenry a.
'was a member of the company at the wr1
notin.,,,!.- - onfl n,,,,,,,,
m "v,. p.f,, AVPTnlo (W.,,
aucmg inelLIltdl manage.
whsn it nnenpd
it.
i,.t
York who runs ni ownBf n" gyp" .September 2, 1867.
National
of
nail,
the
superintendent
In one of his
That Jekreyg Lewig
has ben
construction department where every engaged fcy Henry jj Harris for a ton, D.
C, made an appeal for a nun.- bit of
carpenter work m connec-- , promlnent part in Edgar Eelwyn's new ber of bills now pending
in Congress,
turn with his productions is made, and
The County Boy
pJayed Es- - President Dai.nall said in
t.
ip,
here also is his property department mera,da Jn the pr0(luctlon of ..The
the comjn of Cain ,n (he
wuh
'
.
..
,
,
So
and his electrical department.
,
Vnv.
complete is the construction depait-- 1 ag g.yen at the Lyceum theatre, sponsibility concerning mankind was
ment that it is not necessary for hlmSeT York Sei)tember
l87
transferred from God to man. With
10 go ouisiue aim maive uuy imitnuoc
the evolution of the agencies of man- or employ outside help.
MANY CHILDREN'S HOMES
lKlna 11 ma's Deen i0"11" necessary mat
responsibility be shared by the
OHIO.'tnls
ARE IN
nonie (parents), society and govern-ou- t
The Influence Newspapers are ExertSt. Louis, Mo, May 17. Fifty-fiv- e
ing on the Teatrical Business.
of eighty-eigh- t
counties in Ohio,mental authority. At no time since
Aside from the powerful influence now have county Children's Homes the Mrtb. of the first child, perhaps,
of theatrical criticism in maintaining which cared for an aggregate of 4,307 1,as so nluch stress been placed upon
child its riShts and duties, as at
a high standard in the drama as seen dependent children last year, accord-,th- e
on the American stage, newspaper ing to a statement my by Seymour J. tne present time, and in no country
the worl(l nave such advance steps
offices are furnishing the executive Hathawav of Marietta, O., in an ad-ii- n
heads of the big theatrical offices of rirpsc hpfnm tho National Confprpnce been taken in the conservation of
as in our own.
this country. Henry B. Harris had on the Education of Backward, Tru- - t childhood
i
"Tv.
,,4.t
a lie
in Boston; ant, Delinquent and Dependent Chil
jimiciiivt; iu govei iiiutiiiuu
newspaper experience
has
work
usually
Chorus
James Forbes, author of "The
dren last evening.
The law of Ohio requires that the been taken by local governments. The
Lady," "The Traveling Salesman," and
interest taken in this work by
was
Identified
with
"The Commuters,"
dependent children shall be placed out gveatt
C0lntY
and
New
fn(1 state governments being
Yprk
in
these
institutions
homes
Pittsburg
Chicago,
family
by
gical
Klaw
Klaw
of
Marc
Mr.
?euence- as early as possible and visited at,a
newspapers;
Aa
individual is not only a c.ti- & Erlanger, was a newspaper man In least once a year.
The care of their
"ie
'"1'"
e
Charles
Dillingham dependent children cost the fifty-fivLouisville; Mr.
he claims his residence but a citizen of
had newspaper experience in Hartford Ohio counties $368,942 last year, or a his
county and state, he is also a
and New York; Mr. George Tyler had per capita of $133.76 per year.
citizen
of the United States, and the
his first newspaper experience in
federal government tnust be and is inFroh-ma- n
Daniel
Mr.
and
. Chillicathe,
O.;
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
in those things which make
was for a long time connected tonic and restorative and a prompt. terested
for better citizenship. While our local
Tribune.
York
New
with the
I corrective of all
urinary irregularities, county and state governments
have
Even the leading play writers of j Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Wmerc- a done most admirable work in all lines
at some time or other in Burrows & Co.
looking to a better, .stronger and saner

Facts Not Generally Known.
That the literary editor of the
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PAGE SEVEN.
Pax; on

two days. The
consumed
before Commissioner
li;is just been closed.
John McTeer is ju-- t back from a
oHnnl fjrii.EP.
six wed.s' htuy in Kentucky.
;
Rv),vl iub new
.Messrs. Se:i:n;ir and Lesdos
are
.
v
their alfalfa this
cutting
FOR KKXT- - Fiirnihed room. Bath.
frar in;
for It.
Frank .M. Brown, anent for a build- Gentleman
V. ve.?i"v:,t Mi
the
only. in.; Johnson St.
i. i., a
i.t no
r.
nut
ing and loiin association, lias opened
fur
k:,i:iii
'
it twim- an ollic... in Dciiiing.
f';l J.;iriiMi':.r K:n
FOR KKXT--- ::
loom-gi- lt lurnis
d for
.1.
K. Snyder, evseen.-tar4 l.u.r. se.'id Mrrct. .NEW
of the
W.
12 McKenzie St.
""
Social:;-- ! party of Kansas, will deliver
e;izen.-ii;- i
a rowing out of property ati address on Socialism in
FOR RENT Five room hote on
Deming toprotected ata! directed childhood, w. morrow night.
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
should not underestimate what the fed
Miss Elizabeth Wnddill has gone to at '
San Francisco street.
eta! government has done, is doing Las Cruces to spend a
with
and we believe will r!r. for this ereat relatives the
TO RENT-A well furnish. d fro it
class of our little citizens. There are
room with use of hath. Lady presome things whic h perhaps the federal
For More than Three Decades,
ferred. Inquire at office.
government cannot, do because of con- Foley's Honev and Tar has been a
'titmional limitations, but there are household favorite for all ailments of
in audition to what she has done many the
FOR KKXT Three rooms unfurthroat chest and lungs. For in
summer
nished,
things which might, be done.
Kitchen, electric
fants and children it is best and safest
water in house. Mrs. M. C.
lights,
"Congress wants to do the right as it contains no
opiates and no harmuiuig. remaps what is needed then is
None genuine but Folev's Miller. Cartie, Av .
(ru?s
agnation agnation alons the line o Honey and Tar in the
yellow package.
needed legislation which will result
LOST OR STRAYED Dark bay
m a better
citizenship by studying B,lrrmJbranded R on left shouldc-- and
mare,
the child, its interests and its rein
P on left jaw. Reward for return to
'tioti to the home, society and the gov
HE WANTS TO BE NOAH
Parlor Meat Market.
ernment.
OF THIS GENERATION.
"The Owen Public Health bill, the
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Beveridge Child Labor bill, the ParSanta Fe Irrigation and Improvement
sons Childrens' Bureau bill, the Davis Pasadena Man Has Dug Himself
Cave With Ventilators to
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
and Dol'iver Vocational Education bill,
Escape Comet.
Michael, Real Estate.
the Parker ami Sterling National Parole and Probation bills, and other
Pasadena, Cal., May IT When Hal- measures now ponding in Congress are
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Exeumei approaencs the earth on1
all worthy of serious consideration in
perience
unnecessary. Sel'. our brands
S, Stephen
May
Harter of Pasadena
preventive and corrective work and is
to be the only human sur to the rettail trade. Rig pay. Write
likely
at the same time they show the great
for full particulars at once. Globe
interest which is being taken in these vivor according to his declaration to- Co., Cleveland, O.
Cigar
who
a
is
tiay.
Harter.
has
gardener,
live questions by our national law:t
cave
in
his back yard, which
makers and others of national repnta-- t dug
ue nas MorKea with canned goods and
To more thoroughly introduce our
ion."
other provisions and provided with a choicest garden
seeds we offer in full
system of ventilators, where he wili;flvp cents
for 10c, postage
packages
A pain
prescription is printed upon inue wnen uie neaveniy wanderer
paid:
each 2T)C box of Dr. Snoop's Pink Pain comes.
1 Giant Russian Sunflower...
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
Harter believes all life on the earth 1 Mammoth Flat Dutch
Cabbage,
if this formula is not complete.
Pain will be snuffed out by the
deadly gases
asure header
5c
means congestion,
oiooa pressure, wnicn compose the comet's tail. He 1 Black
5c
Spanish Winter Radish
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any- - does not propose to be snuffed, and
Cuban Queen Watermelon
5c
where get instant relief from a Pink each night he retires in a bed in the 1
Best Sugar Parsnip
5c
Pain Tablet, Sold by Stripling-Bur- inner chamber, the strings controlling 1
Globe
5c
Top
Purple
Turnip
rows & Co.
:the ventilators hanging close behind 1
Acme Late Tomato
5c
his head.
1 Hubbard Squash
5c
MEXICO CITY WILL BE
1 Rocky Ford Cantaloupe
Musk-meloIVfECCA OF SIGHTSEERS.
The High Cost of Living.
5c
Increase the price of many necessi 1 Golden Self Bleaching Celery
5c
Delightful Surprises and Royal Wei ties without improving the quality.
come Await Those Who Attend
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
50c
Great Celebration.
high standard or excellence and its
This excellent assortment valued at
great curative qualities without any half dollar for 10c.
Mexico City, May 17. Visitors from increase in cost. It is the best
With every order our 50 page cataI'nited States, Canada, and Eur-;edfor coughs, cold, crop, whooping logue sent free. If you will send with
ope to Mexico next September, during cough and all ailments of the throat. your order names of five of
your
the great one hundredth anniversary chest and luncs. The srennine is i n
friends who would be interested, we
independence celebration of the Mexi yellow nnckne T?nfco
will send you a package of flower
can people, will be greatly surprised Sold
& Co.
by Stripling-Burrow- s
eeds for each name.
at many things they will see and hear.
E. W. FEE,
after reading some of the recent arIf you want
on earth try
Wr. Lead Ave..
ticles in various magazines attacking a Xew Mexicananything
Want. Ad.
Albuquerque. X. M.
this country.
It is safe to say that the visitors
will receive a welcome so spontan
eous, hearty and sincere that they will
inger in the capital for many days i
after the celebration closes.
isuors win see clean streets, elec- - ()
trie lighted
thoroughfares, electric .
cars as up to date as any in the world, V
handsome public buildings, elegant i'
and palatial private homes facing on ;((
noble boulevards, museums, art gal- - .)
leries, mineral exhibits, good theaters.
fine hotels, etc.
They will be right l('
royaily entertained, and there will be
"something doing" every hour of the
day for thirty days of next September.
Those who have charge of the ar
rangements for the celebration are re
'.)!
ceiving the cordial support of the peo V
;
ple in general, and Mexico will take, v.
a distinct pride in the big event.
a
la
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BASEBALL.
HOW THEY STAND.
National

Pittsburg
Philadelphia

Cincinnati
Chicago
Xew York
St. Louis
Boston
Brooklyn

League.
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falling in the vicinity of Deming K
this afternoon, and the indications for:y
a general rain are good.
W. P. Metcalf, of Albuquerque,
spent Saturday in Deming.
The contest case of Patterson vs.
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BRIEF NEWS NOTES FROM
THE WINDMILL CITY.
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Also Hosiery

Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Xew York.
Cleveland at Washington.
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American League.
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and Laces.

THEY PLAY TODAY.
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Boston at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at Cliicago.
Xew York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St. Louis,
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The Spot Cash Store.
CATRON
BLOCK
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(Continued From Page

Free bowling on Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday at tbe Smoker.

it

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

Save 1 dz wrappers from our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., aLtt get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in vegetables.

F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.

Pine

1.1
i

SPECIAL
SALE

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

Larmi bunch of keys. Reoffice and receive reward.
Freight Wreck Ties Up Trains A
freight wreck on the Santa Fe west of
Gallup ycsierday lied up traffic for
several hours.
Oh! Boys, if you did not get to see
the Indians in Taos see Chief Black-foot'- s
Vindication at the Elks' theater
tonight.
Death of Mrs. Procopio Jaramillo
Mrs. Procopio Jaramillo died yesterday at Albuquerque. A few days ago
she gave birth to twins, both of whom
are healthy.
Don't Fail to See the change of pictures at the Elks' theater tonight. The
following subjects will be shown, The
AVitch of the Ruins, the Portrait, and
Chief Blackfoot's Vindication.
Santa Fe Abstract Co. Attention
is called to the advertisement of the
Santa Fe Abstract Company in today's
issue telling of the importance of having a clear title and the way to get

SPECIAL
SALE

10

17, 1910.

1

LOST

GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a

two.)
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TUESDAY, MAY

TAOS TROUBLE EXPLAINED.
He will make a full report
a pitcher. At Santa Fe he joined the f
troops.
St. Michael's College team. He pitch-- j
to Governor Mills.
(Continued from Page One.)
ed Sunday for the college boys against ;
Supt. Crandall on Deck.
.
accord-i
the Mhuauernue Grays, and,
of the rumors, many of them were ascer-t'i- e
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
ing to the New Mexican's report fea-to
be
untrue.
tained
who has supervision of the Pueblo Inwholly
game, his pitching was the
a
to
Able
With
Sheriff
was
he
Situation.
of northern New Mexico, has
dians
Cope
Neither
ihe
game.
ture of
1
"Later in the day, the sheriff inform- - also returned, from Taos. He found
slouch at the bat and in running has-U
Hp i:ut out a liner that passed ed me that he felt able to cope with that early reports had been
that the Indians never
the fielders while he circled the dia-- j the situation without the presence of
mond. Lincoln county fans are proud troops ana mat ne naa wired tne au- intended to harm Mrs. Meyers or to
While he
man's triumphs and thorities not to send the militia. But! commit any depredations.
nt- the voting
would like to see him on a local dia- it being late in the day, and the wires had not given the advice to the Indians
being in trouble, those telegrams were to cut the wires that obstructed the
nioiid ere the close of the season."
on lands to which they have held
xews.
evidently not received in time at San-roa('arri.ozo
ta Fe.
title for fifty years, they were prob- Militia Dispatched.
ably not violating any law in doing
SPRINKLER IS DOWN AND
learned
was
it
He anticipates no further troub- 'Saturday
morning
I
a..t rnA.i DTOCMIirtllC ICF that the militia was at Barranca. this.
le, in fact, believes there was no troub- -
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But Too
Not Hiah Altitude
Sprinkling to Blame Mayor

Mills, that the situation was not at ture of a few.
all serious and that the sheriff had
his mind as to the necessity MAKE A FIGHT
the
one
of
That
big city sprinklers Ranged
...
u
a.m
"l
no
FOR LAND FILINGS.
has really bitten the dust" and is
l
oM tn -- lav it" was Admitted returned to saina f e wnnoui going lu
i aus.
utut'iai xjiuutvtro, v. Maintain That Government Exceeded
by Mayor Seligman today when ng L Bean.aujuiuiil
and a few others, however,
to
Mexican
Its Authority in Withdrawing
New
request
the
asked
came on to Taos, to investigate the sit
Lands on the St. Joe.
the public to be patient until a subbut finding that it was not
uation,
be
can
procured.
stitute sprinkler
grave, they returned to Santa Fe.
Spokane,, Wash., May 17. Edwin
"People who are always complaining
No Process Issued.
Grasse of Moorhead, Minn: L. Yeaman
about dust mav not believe it, but
Having visited the pueblo, and hav- - ot Shenandoah, Iowa; Donald McDon-strenuothose sprinklers have been leading the'
life," said the mayor at his ing met many of the prominent
Humphrey Burns and John A.
it;
office this morning, "and one of them dians there, I did not deem it wise orjxyo of Spokane, have appealed from
Piano Offer Attention is called to has broken down."
necessary after ascertaining the real the action of the local land office at
and
a
lower
altitude
to
the advertisement of the Eyles Music
facts, to issue any criminal process for Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, in offering to
Will it go
'the arrest of Indians and did not do file on reservation lands in the St.
Company in today's issue telling the seek the rest cure," was asked.
music loving public how to get a
"Well, something will have to be so. The matter is entirely at rest j. Toe valley. Their contention is that
the government exceeded its authority
piano cheap by a special cash offer ar- jdone to it before it can be made to do there at this time.
'n withdrawing the lands on the eve
'the work mapped out for it in, this!
rangement.
Indians Restive.
.
.
Spot Cash Store Sale As announc- city," replied the mayor, with a smile.
iho of the opening of the reservation for
h,vv.,uvar
hunfilin on homesteads.
Thirty-fiv- e
rocfi' wQ,,
The mayor has given rush orders to'
ed in a display advertisement in toof aitotal of 0,250 acres overdred
day's issue, the Spot Cash Store will get the matter satisfactorily arranged
rg flre
have a special sale on embroidery, for at this season ot ttie year people m'nMrtr niinn thoil. lnHa nnrl flowed and claimed by the Washingfor-.
ton Water Power Company of Spoj
...
even
if
The
they
laces and hosiery tomorrow.
complain of the dust,
store is in the Catron block,
get to talk about the altitude and( necessary for the militia to be mobol-- kane, are in controversy by the with- Rio Grand Again Rising The Rio freight.
drawal, which, the settlers charge, was
ized, in
opinion, the fact that it without
s
The mayor is also busy taking steps did come my
legal right by the department
Grande rose
of a foot at
so promptly, had a very saEngle Sunday, according to the reports to close up certain places in the city lutary effect and the Indians were of the interior. The applicants declare the government led them to beto the reclamation service. The Mon- limits declared to be of ill repute and much interested in and
by lieve that the filing would be
impressed
enforce
the
to
is
he
that
said
is
permitgoing
day reports state that the river
the news that the troops were nearby.
stationary at Engle and a slight rise city ordinances even if he has to go Friction might have arisen almost any ted, and they are going to make a fight
for their
The land in question
to great personal trouble to do so.
is reported at Seidell.
time over these land matters, and is on therights.
St. Joe river, covering the
Three tramps were in the city a
Chinaman Burned to Death Jim
while the Indians of Taos, as a rule
Sing, a Chinaman and proprietor of a short time ago and made life disagree-- ' are intelligent and some of them have flats between chatC0let and the town
hIiIa
who
Santn
several
for
Feans
of St. Maries.
restaurant at Domingo,
formerly
education, they are also very
Sod
a!a
do
to
as
so
to
be
kind
asked
them
of
miles
south
Santa
Thornton, thirty
et iin n insti- -' Jeiti una or men ileitis as ucc lanu
Fe, was burned to death last night in 'little wood splitting to
The coming of the troops DON'T CASH MONEY ORDERS
meals they towners.
the
for
fiable
big
appetite
, .cc
the shack he occupied. The property
i
i A- j : i - ii
IF THERE IS A DOUBT.
packing euecu
craved "free gratis." Marshal Sena,nas llda
"avaiy
loss is $000 and there is no insurance.
in
and
wiu
render
future
trouble
the
Granted Temporary License
J. was put on their tracks and conveyed
San Antonio? Texas, May 17. Indif- over these land titles.
Frank Curns, a special agent of the to the tramps a menu on which was unlikely
itten: Work on the country roads, People Appreciate Governor's Action, ference as to Where the money came
general land office, with hedquarters
d win rayior, a negro liv
"I think the action of the governor lrom
at Santa Fe, but who will soon remove portiens for three with skiddoo sauce.
ot nis liberty lor ht- in
tnis
city,
ing
of
to
in
call
the
The tramps hurried out of the city.
promptly responding
to Wagon Mound to assume the
teen
months.
Taylor last November
the sheriff is appreciated by many
of a new bank, has been ad
a letter in which was a
received
sent
the
The
by
telegrams
mitted to practice law before the stV
The Santa Fe County Institute will people.
sheriff clearly warranted this action money order executed in favor of one
preme court of the territory, a tem- convene Monday morning June 6th at
Will Taylor, and, without troubling
porary license being granted him by 8 o'clock. It will be under the same!""
7
much about his relation with the sendne
at
Taos
that
at
Relieved
time
the
Judge Frank W. Parker.
regulations and instructors as last
er, proceeded to cash it. Shortly afterimml-atten- d
were
was
sent
that danger
Making a Record Pitcher "'Grover, year. All third grade teachers who they
wards it was ascertained that the W7ill
an,d that ttle slttion was quite
the eighteen year old son of Mr. and
all the time will receive $15 ne
for whom the money order was
Taylor
senousMrs. C. Hightower, who went to Santa at the close for such attendance. Reg- - j
intended was a white man. Taylor
General Brookes Returns.
Fe last fall with his parents, is waking istration fee $2. Mrs. George Dixon,
was arrested and tried twice, a iinng
'
up the fans in the Ancient this sea- conductor; J. A. Wood, instructor;
Adjutant General Brookes who re- - jury resulting from the first trial. That
son. Grover began pitching last year John V. Conway, Co. Supt.
investi he was accustomed to getting money
j turned from Taos last evening
in the Capitan team, in which he had
tne situation tnorougniy and orders and did not look who the send- gated
two older brothers, Willis and Perry,
Tf you are in need of anything, try also probed the source of the reports er of the one in
question was formed
and established a local reputation as a iew Mexican want Ad.
sneritt calling tor tne the argument of the negro.
j that led to the
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have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
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PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

CO

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
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four-tenth-
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FUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

,

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

;

YRDON

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

NEW

j

j

I

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

-

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

cash-iershi-
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SATISFACTION
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ASSURED

corrick's hack line

HACK SERVICE

popliar'prices
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Bnggies and Saddle Borses
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2000 Pamphlets Mailed to Good Dressers
Read Them
I

if)::.

"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"
V

Good Tailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.
CLOTHES

IS

A

GOOD TAILORING

IS

AN ART!

TRADE!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmen that money
can employ.
With-aH,o-

ur

'if

prices are not unreasonable when we say

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30 00, $32.5U and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

3551551o

These Prices will run
for
"
"'

HIT

""""V
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1
J.

only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

H

